CRANE
TRUCKS

Marcotte Mining Machinery Services Inc. is
the recognized leader for design strength
and performance in the utility vehicle
market. The Minejack® carrier is the
foundation of today’s utility vehicles and has
been for over 35 years.

ADVANTAGE

SAFETY AND QUALITY

FIT EVERY DRIFT SIZE

Marcotte Mining’s strength lies in our ability to offer
fully engineered equipment, designed to meet CSA
Standard requirements and all welding done by
Marcotte is controlled to CWB, CSA Standards W47.1.
All carriers come with standard fire resistant, selfextinguishing electrical wiring, and oil and fuel lines
are strategically placed away from any heat source to
avoid potential hazards keeping safety at the forefront
of the design.
Our equipment is designed with ergonomically
friendly operator compartments for comfort and
functionality without compromising visibility while
operating the unit. Seat belt safety interlocks are an
added standard feature which prevents brakes from
releasing when the operator seat belt is not engaged.

From narrow vein to wide expanses, we can provide
the size and turning radius required for the intended
application. Ease of breakdown for slinging and
conveyance underground in a shaft is standard for
each Marcotte unit. You do not have to use what is
available – you can select what you need.

INDUSTRY’S MOST DURABLE
Marcotte carrier frames are specifically designed for
the harsh underground hard rock mining environment
and are recognized as the most durable.

Quality Management System Registered to ISO 9001 by SAI Global

OPERATING IN THE
TOUGHEST CONDITIONS
A complete range of options are available to suit harsh
mining conditions. Enclosed cabs with heat and /
or air conditioning along with extreme cold weather
package are common features on Marcotte units.
Operator safety is improved with exhaust blankets
and permanent coatings. Marcotte Mining is a Global
supplier experienced in all mining conditions.

OPERATORS’ CHOICE
Marcotte carriers are designed with the operators
in mind. Our years of experience listening to our
customers’ needs has allowed us to refine our
equipment so the operators and mechanics can easily
perform their daily tasks with ease.

VERSATILITY
Marcotte offers a wide range of deck sizes and configurations such as low beds and high beds with a wide variety
of cranes to choose from. Hydraulic folddown tailgates and hydraulic extendible decks are available options to our
crane trucks allowing custom solutions for moving materials.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCT

As the Original Equipment Manufacturer of the Minejack® Carrier,
Marcotte Mining Machinery Services Inc. is the leading designer,
manufacturer, and marketer of underground utility vehicles. We are
confident that our units will perform in demanding environments as our
designs are fully supported by the highest quality standards.
Choose Marcotte as your reliable carrier manufacturer.
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